
CC2700
Electric Color Coil® inserter

The dual-action roller system gets spines through

punched sheets with reliable ease, and three 

adjustable spine-size settings ensure instant

accuracy. A built-in spine former shapes stacks

for easier binding. Includes an easy-to-use

crimper hand tool, which cuts and crimps the

spine in place.
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Color Coil® spines
For a professional appearance and to add 
excitement to presentations, use these colorful
binding spines. Color Coil® keeps its shape with
bounce-back flexibility. And, 360º rotation 
lets pages lie flat - perfect for taking notes 
and photocopying.

Added features

Electric binding for increased productivity

Dual-action rollers for increased speed and accuracy

Built-in storage for spine cutter/crimper hand tool

Crimper hand tool included

Additional crimper hand tools sold separately

Bind documents up to 12"

Product number 7301080

* Sheet capacity is based on 20 lb. bond paper.

Spine compatibility Sheet capacity*

Sheet binding265 capacity



Specifications

CC2700
Accurate and easy

0907

Binding capacity: Up to 1" or 265 sheets

Maximum binding length: 12"

Machine weight: 30 lbs.

Dimensions (W x H x D): 18" x 6.3" x 12"

Power requirements: 115V, 60Hz, 2.2 amps

Safety: and      safety standard certified

Specifications are subject to change without notification.

> Presentations

> Reports

> Training manuals

> Notebooks

> Product catalogs

> Guides

> Student handbooks

> Menus

Applications

Black Navy White Blue

Clear Red

Color Coil® spines
Available Sheet
sizes capacity*
6mm 30

8mm 45

10mm 70

11mm 80

12mm 90

13mm 100

14mm 110

Available Sheet
sizes capacity*
16mm 125

18mm 140

20mm 160

22mm 175

25mm 200

30mm 240

33mm 265

Available
colors

*Sheet capacity is based on 20 lb. bond paper.

Create impressive presentations with these 

colorful binding spines. Color Coil® adds energy

to your reports and proposals, and demands

attention. This spine always keeps its shape 

with bounce-back flexibility. It lets pages lie flat

with 360° rotation for convenient note taking 

and photocopying. And, it permanently binds, 

so you can be sure documents stay organized.


